Oracle WebCenter 11g Rapid Success Upgrade Program

Oracle ECM 11g

With the launch of WebCenter 11g, Oracle has redefined information management technology. Oracle has created a truly fast technology stack for managing documents, web pages, digital assets, portals and web applications. Oracle WebCenter is at the core of Oracle's enterprise content management offerings, so whether you are using Oracle's IPM, URM, or WCM, WebCenter is now at the core of all these platforms.

From Start to Finish

Whether you are currently on Oracle ECM 10gR3 or Stellent 7.x, Fishbowl Solutions has designed an upgrade methodology that will take you to a whole new level with 11g. Our solution experts and developers have been working with the 11g technology extensively; testing it, developing against it, and designing a program to accelerate the delivery of its value to you. As part of the Oracle Early Adopter Program, Fishbowl had early access and input into the development and quality testing of the product. With 15 years experience and hundreds of WebCenter projects under our belt, Fishbowls experience translates into rapid success for your organization.

WebCenter 11g Upgrade & Migration Plan: Power without Complexity

Our upgrade and migration plan combines documented analysis, health checks, (re)design recommendations, process reviews, and product knowledge transfer, in addition to standing up a working 11g instance with your content, your metadata and your workflows. With specialized options for WCM (web content management) migrations, we ensure that you get the power of 11g without the complexity of muddling through an upgrade yourself. This allows you to focus on your business while we focus on making sure the technology solves your problems.

Fishbowl 11g Upgrade Plan

- Architecture, configuration & metadata/taxonomy review
- Customization & integration health check
- WebCenter 11g installation
- Fishbowl Solutions’ Content Migrator software installation
- Content migration – up to 5K items
- Comprehensive data transfer plan
  - Documentation & Knowledge Transfer
  - Plan next steps for any outstanding instances, data or integrations

Optional Upgrade Plan Add-Ons (call for more info)

- WCM site migration
- Workflow/process review and migration
- Integration & messaging for 11g with Fishbowl Solutions’ Subscription Notifier